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Like most ‘southerners’, merely entering the tropical
environs of almost anywhere in Far North
Queensland leaves me feeling relaxed within
minutes. But it also brings about a quandary. My
inner traveller is always itching to get out amongst it,
while my yogic half begs, “Seriously, just chill out.”
Happily, the owners of Cassowary, perched on a
hilltop amongst 40 acres of rural rainforest fifteen
minutes out of Port Douglas, appear to have tuned in
to my dilemma. They’ve recently created an offering
of ‘mix and match’ transformative health retreats
which allow small groups of 10 to do as much or as

little as they like, as local experts come and go,
somewhat magically, offering yoga, massage,
coaching, local tours and all importantly, food.
Pulling up the driveway to the architecturallydesigned five-bedroom, four-bathroom house I’ll be
calling home for the best part of a week, what has my
attention is not the trees or the infinity pool, but the
fact that, unlike on most retreats, I’m not about to
meet a whole bunch of new people. Here, groups
book the whole place for themselves, making the
‘getting to know you process’ far faster.
Settling onto the large L-shaped couch at one end
of the large dining area, my attention is split between
the rainforest view, thanks to glass floor-to-ceiling
bi-fold; the glistening pool only metres away; and the
oversized flat screen television. No doubt the latter is
hugely popular with visiting families (many of whom
rent Cassowary as a holiday house, bringing three
generations along for a tropical escape), but I’m
momentarily distracted wondering if anyone here on
a yoga retreat would ever turn it on (as it turns out,
we don’t).
Eventually, the locals draw my attention back to
the moment to discuss our plans for the week.
Working with experts in a tailored way offers myriad
possibilities: Bruce Wells, the property’s preferred
life coach, asks about our goals for being here. With

Cassowary: set amid 40 acres of
peace and quiet.
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Coaching your way to happiness
Sitting down with qualified psychologist Bruce, I
learn that he believes transformation comes when we
recognise our past, but also, focus on our strengths.
Our first session is on happiness, and turns out to
nicely complement the yogic philosophy of using the
mind wisely.
“Happiness is a skill that can be learned,” Bruce
notes. “It’s just a habit.”
The happiness habit is best formed when we give
up the idea of comparison, and instead, focus on our
strengths. Bruce also notes one other catch to
becoming happier, one which yogis get to practice
every time they set foot on a mat.
“You have to realise that happiness is only
available in the present moment…It’s a lifetime
project of constant growth, not just ‘fixing’ things.”

Having done retreats all over the world, I don’t
expect much to come of my confession to Schell
about my tight back. But lying on the mat starting
my first of numerous yoga classes with her it’s clear
the questioning wasn’t for nothing. Our introductory
stretches focus on mudras, stretches and movements
to address my heart chakra (aka: tight thoracic) and
my friends challenged visshudhi chakra (throat and
neck area). There’s also a welcome dose of yoga
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Yoga: slow but steady

Private chef Jed
Sneddon from
Magic Mouthfuls.
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“Happiness is a
skill that can be
learned,” Bruce
notes. “It’s just
88 a habit.”

a small baby, my own goal is sleep, although I’m not
sure that’s what he has in mind.
Schell Clancy from Daintree Yoga gently teases
out a little on our yoga experience to determine what
it is we want out of our stay, yoga wise. Relax? I
suggest tentatively. But I confess that my thoracic is
tight, while my friend owns up to a neck ache.
There’s also Jed Sneddon from Magic Mouthfuls.
As our private chef, Jed quickly becomes my new
favourite person, cooking up daily four-course
dinners using local produce (the more disciplined or
serious on the yoga front can request a scaled down
version, although it’s all healthy) and takes my
special food needs (no gluten no dairy) in his stride.
Given Jed’s passion for food, his cooking
demonstration is another highlight, and within 24
hours, I’m wishing I could transport him back to my
‘normal’ life.
The combination leaves a lot of hours free for
daytime ‘transformation’, which, factoring in our
requests to have plenty of time to explore, involves
yoga most days, a few strategically placed coaching
sessions with Bruce and a couple of relaxing yet
robust Thai massages. Here, local masseuse Mai
Adamson pokes her elbows determinedly into my
achy crevices and expresses horror at my tight
shoulders.

Photos: Food, Yoga & chef: Sue white
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With five bedrooms and
four bathrooms there’s
room for everyone.
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The IYTAtrained
teacher...
teaches
meditation for
the Indigenous
elders of
Mossman
Gorge.

nidra, leaving me to wonder if Schell read my mind
about the sleep thing.
The IYTA-trained teacher has been in the area for
over 26 years, and teaches private yoga classes for
visitors, group classes for locals, and meditation for
the Indigenous elders of Mossman Gorge. Her style
is gentle, thoughtful and holistic: perfect for a
retreat.

Exploring FNQ
The 15-minute drive from the resort town of Port
Douglas turns out to be ideal. It’s near enough to
check out the markets on Sundays (try nearby
Mossman’s Saturday farmers market instead if you’ve
chosen to self-cater) or take a side trip to the Great
Barrier Reef, but far enough that the rest of the
world seems suitably far away.
Despite craving solitude, I know we can’t miss

Staying happy post holiday
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Let’s face it; it’s pretty easy to be happy when we’re away from everyday stresses.
But how do we keep that feeling alive when we are back home? Coach Bruce Wells,
who has taught wellbeing everywhere from Saudi Arabia to Sydney, says happiness
comes when we live according to our values. But what else should we remember
about happiness?
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The potential for happiness is within
you, anywhere, anytime. You are
responsible for your own happiness.
Look inside, not externally. Your feelings
of happiness are only felt in the now.
It’s tempting to think: “I’ll be happy
when I get that job/make more money/
work fewer hours,” but right now is the
only time you can ‘feel’ happy.
Struggling to stay in the moment? Focus
on your breath. Everyone wants to be

happy: Yes, even the people who you
find difficult, or frustrating. Remembering they also want happiness can be a
challenging, but rewarding practice.
Happiness is a lifetime project. Or,
according to yoga, many lifetimes! But
absolutely worth working towards now.
Thanks to Bruce Wells, Author of
Happiness Anywhere, Anytime for
inspiration for these tips.

one part of ‘this world’ that’s just up the road: the
Daintree rainforest. I’m staggered when, after just
30 minutes in the car we’re at the Daintree river (car
ferry) crossing, meaning it’s just 90-minutes from
lying poolside at The Cassowary to standing on the
sand at Cape Tribulation.
For a Daintree daytrip, it’s worth starting at the
top (Cape Tribulation) and weaving your way back.
Myall Beach and its adjacent 1.2km Dubuji
boardwalk, are nearby highlights, as is Marrdja
Boardwalk near Noah Beach. As ever present
signage point out, despite the beaches, the Daintree
isn’t really a swimming opportunity (unless you ask
locals to point you to its inland, croc-free
waterholes).
If you’re after crocs, better to see them from a
boat rather than nibbling on your toes, try Cape
Tribulation Wilderness Cruises on Cooper Creek. If
you’re keen to eat food (rather than be food) it’s
worth remembering it’s not cheap; treat the whole
Daintree excursion as a great chance to pack a picnic
(Cow Bay is a lovely option).

Transformation?
The result of mixing and matching makes for a
rhythm that is compelling and, within days, indeed
transformative. Back at The Cassowary, Schell is the
one who comments on the difference.
“Your eyes are shining!” she exclaims to my friend,
by about day three. To me: “And you? You look so
much more relaxed.”

Sue White is a former hatha yoga
teacher and teacher trainer. Sue
travelled courtesy of Tourism and Events
Queensland and Cassowary.

Fact file
Getting there and away
Transport: Cassowary is about a 90-minute drive from Cairns
airport. Flights costs as little as $400 return from Sydney; keep an
eye out for specials. Renting a car is recommended as the site is
remote. All the major car rental operators have pick ups at Cairns
airport.
Accommodation: The Cassowary property contains five beautiful
bedrooms, four bathrooms (three are full-size ensuites), a large, fullyequipped kitchen, small gym and gorgeous infinity swimming pool.
Groups have the place to themselves: speak to the owner about
room configurations (queens in three bedrooms, plus two twin
rooms) as this may impact who you take.
Putting together your package: Cassowary staff will put
together a mix and match offering based on your needs and budget.
The author’s suggestion? Ask for daily yoga in the early morning
(ideally in the rainforest outside), and 1-2 massages per person
during your stay – aim for evenings so you keep afternoons for
exploring or relaxing. Add in coaching as suits your group, and
utilise Jed, the private chef for at least breakfast and dinners, as
beautiful food cooked by someone else adds a relaxing layer to the
experience. (Cooking demonstrations are also available.)
Expect to pay $1200-$1700 per person for an all-inclusive seven
day package (10 guests).

